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Abstract

Alpine inversion in the Bristol Channel Basin includes reverse-reactivated normal faults with hanging wall buttress anticlines. At Lilstock

Beach, joint sets in Lower Jurassic limestone beds cluster about the trend of the hinge of the Lilstock buttress anticline. In horizontal and

gently north-dipping beds, J3 joints ( 295±2858 strike) are rare, while other joint sets indicate an anticlockwise sequence of development. In

the steeper south-dipping beds, J3 joints are the most frequent in the vicinity of the reverse-reactivated normal fault responsible for the

anticline. The J3 joints strike parallel to the fold hinge, and their poles tilt to the south when bedding is restored to horizontal. This southward

tilt aims at the direction of s1 for Alpine inversion.

Finite-element analysis is used to explain the southward tilt of J3 joints that propagate under a local s3 in the direction of s1 for Alpine

inversion. Tilted principal stresses are characteristic of limestone±shale sequences that are sheared during parallel (¯exural-¯ow) folding.

Shear tractions on the dipping beds generate a tensile stress in the stiffer limestone beds even when remote principal stresses are

compressive. This situation favors the paradoxical opening of joints in the direction of the regional maximum horizontal stress. We

conclude that J3 joints propagated during the Alpine compression caused the growth of the Lilstock buttress anticline. q 2001 Published by

Elsevier Science Ltd.

1. Introduction

An old paradigm is that outer-arc stretching leads to fold-

related jointing (Van Hise, 1896). Outer-arc stretching is

associated with tangential longitudinal strain folds that

develop when a homogeneous, isotropic layer is buckled

(Price and Cosgrove, 1990). The tangential longitudinal

strain fold is divided by a neutral surface beyond which

the inner arc of the fold is compressed. Joints that initiate

in the outer arc of anticlines propagate down to but do not

cross the neutral surface. When fold-related jointing pene-

trates the entire thickness of a bed, the tangential longi-

tudinal strain model is less useful as a mechanism to explain

the strain that may have caused jointing. This is also true

when jointing is well developed in the limbs of folds or at

in¯ection points where strain goes to zero in a tangential

longitudinal strain fold. To understand the development of

jointing in the limbs of folds, we must look to another

model. Flexural ¯ow folds have maximum strains at the

in¯ection points and zero strain at the hinges (Price and

Cosgrove, 1990).

We consider the possibility that one or more sets of

un®lled joints of the Bristol Channel were contemporaneous

with ¯exural-¯ow folding during Alpine shortening. Here,

we describe ®eld data gathered to test this hypothesis. We

presume that the joint geometries interpreted to date from

the Alpine inversion re¯ect the superposition of local and

remote (i.e. regional) stress conditions. We also use the

orientation of systematic joints in carbonate beds to con-

strain a mechanical model for stress distribution during

¯exural-¯ow folding in interlayered limestone±shale beds.

With the help of this mechanical model, we propose a new

mechanism for the joint driving stress. This mechanism

does not rely on outer-arc extension commonly cited as

the conventional fold-related jointing mechanism. Under

this new mechanism, fold-related joints are driven com-

pletely through beds without arrest at a neutral surface.

2. The geology of Lilstock Beach: overview and previous
work

2.1. The regional picture

The Bristol Channel Basin is an E±W striking Mesozoic
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rift basin (Fig. 1). Normal faults dip either north or south to

divide the basin into fault blocks (Dart et al., 1995). The

basin was inverted in the Eocene and Oligocene during a

period of N±S compression associated with Alpine

tectonics (Holloway and Chadwick, 1986; Arthur, 1989;

Dart et al., 1995; Nemcok et al., 1995). Alpine deformation

was accommodated by reverse-reactivation of normal

faults, new thrust faults, new strike-slip faults, and by hang-

ing wall buttress anticlines. Beck et al. (1993) de®ne the

ªbuttress effectº as resistance to displacement arising from

a space problem; a body of rock can move only if it has

somewhere to go. Buttress folds of Eocene to Oligocene age

show a parallel geometry that is produced by ¯exural-¯ow

with bed-parallel slip (Nemcok et al., 1995). Reverse fault-

ing was more prevalent along the southern margin of the

Bristol Channel Basin than on the north margin (Nemcok et

al., 1995).

Three minor tectonic events post-date inversion, leaving

one or more joint sets in the Jurassic rocks of the Bristol

Channel and elsewhere in southern Britain.

1. A second Alpine event was characterized by NW±SE

compression during the Miocene (e.g. Bergerat, 1987).

Rawnsley et al. (1998) argue that the ®rst joint set of the

Bristol Channel area propagated in a stress ®eld consistent

with this Late Oligocene to Miocene Alpine compression.

2. Joints follow a propagation sequence consistent with

an anticlockwise rotation of the regional maximum hori-

zontal stress (SH) from NW±SE to NE±SW through an

E±W orientation (Loosveld and Franssen, 1992). Joint

sets in the Cotswold Hills to the north and east of the Bristol

Channel also indicate a period of E±W compression

(Hancock, 1969). Rawnsley et al. (1998) suggest that later

phases of un®lled jointing are a consequence of a pro-

gressive, basin-wide relaxation of the Alpine compression
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Fig. 1. Geological map of south-western Britain, showing the location of the Bristol Channel basin and Lilstock.



in Late- to post-Miocene time. This interpretation is largely

based on the observation that joints abut the faults rather

than being displaced by them.

3. The lithospheric stress ®eld in the NW European plat-

form is presently in the same orientation as the Alpine stress

®eld of the Miocene (Brereton and Evans, 1987; Zoback,

1992). Furthermore, the youngest joint set recorded

throughout southern England correlates with the contempor-

ary tectonic stress ®eld (Bevan and Hancock, 1986;

Hancock and Engelder, 1989). Hancock and Engelder

(1989) argue that exhumation in a late-stage `Alpine' stress

®eld was responsible for these youngest NW-striking joints

in northwestern Europe.

Evidence suggests, therefore, that a post-Miocene tec-

tonic event caused a clockwise rotation of the European

stress ®eld, only to have it return to its `Alpine' orientation,

as required by the latest phase in jointing in northwestern

Europe.

2.2. Stratigraphic section

The Blue Lias Formation of Lilstock Beach has more than

50 limestone beds between 5 and 40 cm thick (Whittaker

and Green, 1983). Interlayered shales range from a few

centimeters to . 300 cm thick. The layering of carbonate

beds with intervening shales follows a distinct pattern that

allows correlation of carbonate beds among and between

fault blocks. We studied joint development in 25 of 46

carbonate beds in a 40-m thick section (Fig. 2). For ease

of indicating vertical position in the section, we label beds

using units of centimeters above an arbitrary datum. For

example, bed 1848, 18.48 m above the datum, is featured

prominently in the analyses of Loosveld and Franssen

(1992) and Rawnsley et al. (1998). These beds also corre-

spond to those Liassic beds identi®ed in the British Geo-

logical Survey stratigraphic column (Whittaker and Green,

1983), as shown in Fig. 2.

2.3. Faults and folds

The structures on Lilstock Beach include a set of four

north-dipping, high-angle faults that are offset by later

strike-slip faults (Fig. 3). We divide Lilstock Beach using

three of these high angle faults (faults 3, 4, and 5 of

Rawnsley et al., 1998) and two strike-slip faults. The area

north of fault 5 is called block 5 or ªthe benchº in recogni-

tion of Loosveld and Franssen (1992) mapping there. The

other three blocks are hanging walls to faults 4, 3 and 1, and

will be so labeled. We shall refer to the eastern, central, and

western portion of each `normal' fault block depending on
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Fig. 2. Stratigraphic section at Lilstock Beach showing the position of 46 carbonate beds above an arbitrary datum. The beds are labeled according to their

position relative to the datum. The British Geological Survey (Whittaker and Green, 1983) designation for each bed is also given.



outcrop position relative to two prominent strike-slip faults

(Fig. 3).

Separation at any point on the faults can be measured

with con®dence using the juxtaposition of bedding. Throw

on at least one of the high angle faults (fault 4) was reversed

during Alpine inversion. Reverse-slip may have occurred on

the other faults, but the total throw was not reversed. The

steep dip of fault 4 and its parallelism with normal faults in

the area indicate that it originated as a normal fault. The

inversion is inferred to be Alpine age, which is the age

suggested for all of the other reverse faults in the region

(e.g. Whittaker and Green, 1983; Dart et al., 1995). Net

throw (the combination of normal slip and Alpine reverse-

slip) on the four faults with throw .2 m is: fault 1<18.7 m

(normal), fault 2<8 m (normal), fault 4<8 m (reverse), and

fault 5<14 m (normal). The outcrop is also cut by numerous

high-angle faults with ,2 m throw, which mostly exhibit

normal-slip and are parallel to the strike of bedding. Strike-

slip faults displace the high angle faults and the limbs of the

Lilstock buttress anticline. The strike-slip faults are cutoff at

fault 4 (Fig. 3), indicating that strike-slip faulting and some

high angle faulting may have been contemporaneous (Kelly

et al., 1998).

Block 4 consists of a large buttress fold, the Lilstock

buttress anticline, with a gently dipping north limb and rela-

tively steep south-dipping beds (Fig. 4a, b). The Lilstock

buttress anticline originated as a reverse-drag fold

(Hamblin, 1965) during the Mesozoic normal faulting and

was tightened during reverse-slip on fault 4. Joints in the

south-dipping limb of this anticline are the main focus of

our study. Beds in the northern half of block 4 dip gently to

the north (, 58), whereas beds in the southern half of the

outcrop dip to the south and in places the dip is more than

308. Along the south side of the Bristol Channel, dips of

more than about 308 are restricted to the ¯anks of buttress

anticlines. For diagrams of the tight folding typical of

buttress folds in the Mesozoic sedimentary rocks of the

Somerset coast, see Peacock and Sanderson (1992; ®g 7a)

and Dart et al. (1995).

2.4. Joints

Joint development in the Jurassic Blue Lias Formation at

Lilstock Beach rivals other well documented examples of

multiple phases of jointing such as those found at Arches

National Park, USA (Dyer, 1988; Cruikshank and Aydin,

1995) and on the Appalachian Plateau, USA (Nickelsen and

Hough, 1967; Engelder and Geiser, 1980; Zhao and Jacobi,

1997; Younes and Engelder, 1999). Greater structural

complexity, however, distinguishes the Bristol Channel

outcrops from those of either Arches National Park or the

Appalachian Plateau.

At Lilstock Beach, joints that originate within limestone

beds are generally contained within these beds. With few
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Fig. 3. Geological map of Lilstock Beach, Somerset (see location in Fig. 1) (adapted from Rawnsley et al., 1998). The locations of photos in Fig. 4 are

indicated.



Fig. 4. (a) View looking NNW from the eastern cliff along faults 3 and 4 with the hinge of the buttress anticline shown in the background. (b) View looking

NNW from the eastern cliff along the hinge of the Lilstock buttress anticline. Bed 0497 is visible in the foreground. A control sample from bed 0497 was taken

across the hinge of the anticline and Fig. 4h was taken at the point where bed 0497 rolls over into the limb of the anticline. (c) Curving joints in bed 1848 of

fault block ®ve. Photographer is standing on fault 5 (location shown in Fig. 3). (d) J2 joints cutting two normal faults within bed 2429 of fault block 1. (e) J3

joints abutting a small (throw ,1 m) normal fault in bed 1921 in the western portion of fault block three. A sinistral strike-slip fault offsets bed 1921 in the

foreground by 2 m. That fault is internal to the western portion of fault block 3. (f) Joint set development within bed 1848 on the bench north of fault 5 (see

Figs. 2 and 3). Joint set J2 is parallel to the direction of view. Sets J4 and J6 are oriented anticlockwise from set J2, with J6 anticlockwise from J4. The view is

looking south-east toward the cliff from where the photographs for Fig. 4(a, b) were taken. View across the bottom of the photograph is about 3 m. (g) J3 joints

cutting veins and transecting beds dipping in a relay ramp developed during early extension in the western portion of fault block 3 (coin diameter� 27 mm).

(h) The anticlockwise relationship between J2 and J3 in bed 0497 where it rolls over into the south limb of the anticline.



exceptions, shales are less well jointed and only rarely does

a joint extend through a bedding contact from a limestone

bed into a shale bed. The pattern of systematic jointing

differs from one limestone bed to the next. This latter char-

acteristic is responsible for the differences among earlier

studies in terms of identifying and labelling the different

joint sets at Lilstock Beach.

Prior to our study, joint sets in the limestone beds at

Lilstock Beach were de®ned by Loosveld and Franssen

(1992) and Rawnsley et al. (1998). Neither study was

detailed enough to identify the full suite of joints that we

discovered. Loosveld and Franssen (1992) focused on just

one bed (i.e., 1848). In brief, based on regional evidence

(Rawnsley et al., 1998) group joints at Lilstock into ®ve
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phases of development, starting with phase 1 joints striking

3408 and related to a regional Alpine compression. A subse-

quent anticlockwise reorientation of SH is manifest by several

joint sets at Lilstock Beach that are grouped as phase 3 joints

(striking from 3158 to 2908) by Rawnsley et al. (1998).

These are set 1 and 2 joints of Loosveld and Franssen

(1992). Phase 4 of Rawnsley et al. (1998) is the propagation

of a set of cross-joints at Lilstock Beach corresponding to

set 3 and 4 joints of Loosveld and Franssen (1992).

During or after faulting, the regional stress ®eld at

Lilstock was perturbed by the presence of irregularities or

large asperities along fault surfaces (Rawnsley et al., 1992).

These perturbations are interpreted to have caused coeval

phase 2 joints to curve from the otherwise straight propaga-

tion paths and to concentrate at the irregularities (Fig. 4c).

There is no corroborating evidence that these joints propa-

gated during Mesozoic extension. The most plausible inter-

pretation is that limestone±limestone contact across the

fault generated a local stress ®eld during or after the period

of high-angle reverse faulting on reactivated normal faults.

Regardless, joint propagation followed fault initiation but

not necessarily total slip. Curved trajectories of phase 2

joints in proximity to phase 1 joints are interpreted to

mean that phase 1 joints were open and also perturbed the

stress ®eld during stage 2 joint propagation (Dyer, 1988;

Rawnsley et al., 1992, 1998).
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In summary, from qualitative evidence the timing of

joint propagation at Lilstock is constrained by vein or

fault development only to the extent that the joints post-

date early normal faulting and vein development. Com-

monly, joints propagate after normal fault development, as

indicated by abutting and cutting (e.g. Fig. 4d, e). Some

joints radiate from concentration points on faults (e.g. Fig.

4c). As stress concentration points are a natural conse-

quence of slip on an irregular fault, these curving joints

could have propagated during a later stage of slip.

3. Data collection

Our ®eld approach at Lilstock Beach was to sample

systematic joints in a volume of the Blue Lias measuring

40 m thick by 200 m long (E±W). The repetition of the

section by high angle faults permitted sampling up to 50

m in the third dimension (i.e. N±S) of some beds. In

sampling the volume, we were particularly interested in

the affect of Alpine inversion on joint development. Our

premise is that if joints propagated during Alpine

inversion, they are likely to be found in the south-dipping

limb of the Lilstock buttress anticline in block 4. This

premise is assumed because the relatively steep dip of

these beds indicate they are the most strained rocks at

Lilstock, so are most likely to develop fold-related joints.

To test for this possibility, the joint patterns in subhorizontal

surfaces in block 5 and the hinge area of the Lilstock

buttress anticline in block 4 were measured to serve as a

control sample.

The joint patterns in dipping and subhorizontal limestone

beds were qualitatively compared. Standard scanline tech-

niques were then used to record the location and orientation

of each systematic joint (LaPointe and Hudson, 1985). We

sampled some cross joints (i.e. the polygonal joints as

mapped by Rawnsley et al., 1998) but did not methodically

gather a complete data set largely because these joints are

non-systematic and so numerous that they would have pro-

hibitively slowed the sampling of systematic joint sets. We

identi®ed the joint sets in each bed based on abutting and

orientation characteristics and correlated them from bed to

bed during data reduction in the laboratory. The most

subjective aspect of set assignment involved curving joints

that quali®ed for membership in more than one set based on

orientation.

4. Joint sets in the Blue Lias

4.1. Identi®cation of joint sets

A joint set is a collection of systematic parallel joints

(Hodgson, 1961). Poles to joints of a systematic set fall,

however, in a cluster several degrees wide because indivi-

dual joints are never perfectly planar and there are measure-

ment errors (Fig. 5). Because of these variations, joint sets

separated by ,108 in orientation may have overlapping

clusters of poles in a stereographic plot. In this case, placing

an individual joint into one set or the other is impossible

during post-®eldwork analysis alone. Hence, we rely on

®eld notes, where joints were presorted into sets within a

particular bed. The exercise of grouping joints into distinct

sets was most dif®cult when several beds are involved and

when joint sets curve as they do near the faults of Lilstock

Beach. Our guide for grouping joints into sets in the south-

dipping limb was the control sample from the subhorizontal

beds of fault block 5 and the axial area of the Lilstock

buttress anticline in block 4.

4.2. Control sample: joint sets in subhorizontal beds of

blocks 4 and 5

To establish a control sample we ran scanlines on four

subhorizontal beds. Each scanline was a minimum of 35 m

in length but could be much longer depending on the quality

of the outcrop. Loosveld and Franssen (1992) identify six

joint sets in bed 1848 in fault block 5, away from the faults

(Fig. 3). As a reference for identifying joint sets in further

data analysis, we use a simpli®ed AVTD plot (see Wise and

McCrory, 1982) from bed 1848 (Fig. 4f and Fig. 6a). Here,

the three sets with the longest joints in order of formation

strike approximately 2988, 2848, and 2628, respectively.

They are sets 1, 2, and 3±4 of Loosveld and Franssen

(1992). Another prominent joint set striking at approxi-

mately 3218 appears in bed 1921 of fault block 5. As a

rule, joint development in one competent bed is independent

of development in other competent beds.

A second ¯at, well-exposed surface consists of beds 0169

and 0497 near the sub-horizontal hinge of the Lilstock

buttress anticline in block 4 (Fig. 3). Here, four joint sets

strike approximately 2918, 2808, 2698, and ,2608 (Fig. 6b).

The ®rst is a joint set not present in bed 1848 of fault block

5. The second correlates with set 2 of Loosveld and Franssen

(1992). The third may correlate with set 3 of Loosveld and

Franssen (1992) but because it differs in strike by 78, we

identify another new set. Considering the sets from both

control samples in combination, these six joint sets are

named J1 (3308±3108), J2 (3108±2958), J3 (2958±2858), J4

(2858±2758), J5 (2758±2658), and J6 (, 2658) (Fig. 6). Sets 5

and 6 of Loosveld and Franssen (1992) are not immediately

apparent as joint sets in the south-dipping limb and, there-

fore, not included as part of our control sample.

4.3. Joint frequency in subhorizontal beds

Six joint sets appear on the subhorizontal bedding

surfaces of fault blocks 4 and 5 (Fig. 6). While inspection

of our simpli®ed AVTD diagrams give qualitative sense of

relative joint density, we normalize the data on joint occur-

rence to compare joint development in subhorizontal beds

with beds that have been tilted by Alpine inversion. Our

normalization technique is designed to give an indication

of joint density in limestone beds throughout a volume
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where the joint pattern differs among the various beds.

The normalization accounts for bedding orientation, joint

orientation, scanline orientation, scanline length, and bed

thickness.

Steps for normalization include the following. First,

all poles to joints were transformed, with bedding rotated

to the horizontal around a local horizontal fold axis.

Second, the orientation sampling bias (LaPointe and

Hudson, 1985) due to poorer sampling of joints that are

less than orthogonal to the orientation of the scanline is

minimized. The procedure was to place orientations in 18
bins and then correct the bin count by dividing by the sine

of the angle between the joint strike and the scanline

(Terzhagi, 1965). An issue with this correction is that, as

the angle tends to zero, the correction tends to in®nity

and overestimates the fracture abundance. No formal

procedure exists to eliminate this tendency, although

various workers have used cut-off values for the angle of

58 to 208 for cessation of the application of the correction

(Terzhagi, 1965; Priest, 1993). Our procedure to deal

with this tendency was to use these data as an upper

bound and uncorrected data as a lower bound. Third, the

bin count was normalized for a scanline of 50-m length.

Finally, the bin count was normalized to a common bed

thickness (e.g. bed 1848 on the bench that has an average

thickness of 17.6 cm). This last step accounts for the varia-

tion of joint spacing as a function of bed thickness (e.g. Narr

and Suppe, 1991).

Normalized joint density data at stations in subhorizontal

beds are presented as number of joints per degree of strike

for ®ve 50 m scanlines that were combined to yield 250 m of

scanline (Fig. 7a). Five peaks in the frequency versus orien-

tation data represent ®ve joint sets observed in the subhor-

izontal beds (Fig. 6a, Fig. 6b, and Fig. 7a). A sixth joint set

(i.e. J3) appears in one subhorizontal bed but is so poorly

developed that it is not found as a peak in the frequency

versus azimuth diagram (Fig. 7a).

The affect of inhomogeneous joint development is seen

by comparing Fig. 6(a) and Fig. 7(a). In bed 1921, J1 joints

appear to be relatively abundant (Fig. 6a). Yet, when the ®ve

scanlines are combined (Fig. 7a), the abundance of J1 joints

decreases because they occur in only one scanline. Thus, J1

is less common when considering the joint population in a

larger rock volume involving several beds.
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4.4. Joint sets in steeply-dipping beds

Joints in the south-dipping limb of the Lilstock buttress

anticline dip to the north as expected for beds that dip to the

south (Fig. 5). Beds commonly carry more than one joint set

but no beds carry the large number of joints sets found in

bed 1848 of fault block 5 (Fig. 6a). To correlate joints in the

south-dipping limb with our control sample, we rotated

joints to their attitude in horizontal bedding. After rotation

the joint-frequency data for steeply-tilted beds are normal-

ized in the same manner as for subhorizontal beds (Fig. 7b).

The joint orientation population in the south-dipping beds

of Lilstock Beach is, indeed, different from the population

in the subhorizontal beds (Fig. 7b vs. Fig. 7a). The most

prominent joint set (J3) in the south-dipping beds is not

identi®able as a peak in the binned data from the sub-

horizontal beds. J3 is nearly parallel to the strike of bedding

and the fold hinge of the Lilstock buttress anticline. To

assure that the azimuthal correction for small angle between

scanlines and joint strike did not arti®cially exaggerate the

frequency of J3 joints, the binned poles to joints are plotted

prior to correction for scanline orientation (Fig. 7c). Even

without an azimuthal correction, J3 joints still appear as the

most common set in the steeply-tilted beds.

4.5. The orientations of joints relative to faults

Members of the J3 joint set (strike 2908) transect the fold

and veins in a relay ramp in the western portion of fault

block 3 (Fig. 4g). This relay ramp is evidence that J3 joints

post-date the early extension of the Bristol Channel. There

are various relationships between J3 joints and normal

faults at Lilstock. For example, some systematic J3 joints

at Lilstock Beach cut through incipient high angle faults

without being displaced by the faults (Fig. 4d). Other

systematic J3 joints abut high angle faults without appreci-

able de¯ection (Fig. 4e). Both faults are early calcite-®lled

normal faults that show no evidence of reverse-reactivation

during Alpine contraction. Like the relay ramp in bed 1735,

the J3 joints near these faults post-date the Mesozoic exten-

sion indicated by these normal faults.

The joint-orientation population varies from fault block

to fault block. For example, bed 1921 appears in western

block 3 dipping up to 438 to the south compared with its

slight dip to the north in the bench of block 5. Within

western block 3, J3 and J4 appear without J1, which is the

only set in bed 1921 on the bench (Fig. 6c). This example is

typical of the difference in joint patterns within the same bed

from block to block. We interpret this common difference to

mean that jointing took place after beds became isolated

within individual fault blocks after at least some fault

displacement. Because of the widespread occurrence of

systematic joint sets within fault blocks, we conclude that

the internal portions of fault blocks were unaffected by

stress reorientation generated during fault slip. We also

interpret these differences to allow the possibility that the

jointing mechanism in the south-dipping limb of the

Lilstock buttress anticline differed from that in the sub-

horizontal beds.

4.6. The sequence of joint development

Within subhorizontal bed 1848, the abutting sequence

indicates that J2 propagates before J4 which propagates

before J6 (Fig. 4f). Assuming joints form parallel to regional

SH directions, this sequence shows the same anticlockwise

reorientation of the remote stress ®eld as seen throughout

the eastern portion of the Bristol Channel (Rawnsley et al.,

1998). One objective of our study was to determine whether

this abutting sequence is also found in the steeply south-

dipping beds in the Lilstock buttress anticline.

The same anticlockwise sequence may be traced in bed

0497 from a subhorizontal orientation in block 4 into the

south-dipping limb of the Lilstock buttress anticline (Fig.

4h). This is a rare example where J3 abuts J2. As the dip of

bed 0497 steepens, J2 is absent and J4 abuts J3. Another

example of this anticlockwise sequence of joint formation

is found in bed 3883, with dips of up to 308 in the central and

western portions of fault block 1 (Fig. 5d). Other beds also

show a clear anticlockwise age sequence, but the joint sets

involved are not all the same (Table 1).

Based on abutting relationships, the anticlockwise age

sequence for joints is present in south-dipping beds, but

this geometry is apparently less common than on sub-

horizontal surfaces (Table 1). Determination of this

sequence requires the presence of two or more joint sets

abutting at a station, but relatively few stations contain

such geometries, partially because the exposed dimension

of bedding surfaces parallel to bed dip are small (e.g. Fig.

4d, e, and h). Often, a bed instead contains two groups of

joints with different orientations that are developed in differ-

ent portions of the exposed bedding surface along strike. In

such cases, it is dif®cult to determine whether the groups are

separate sets or are from a single curving set as is seen near

faults. Also, more than half of the samples from the south-

dipping beds have only one systematic joint set, precluding

the chance to determine timing relationships (Table 1).

When considering relative joint abundance, the general

rule is that beds containing J1 or J2 joints lack J3 joints.

Where J3 joints are found, they are the oldest joints and

strike closest to bedding strike (Table 1). Thus, no compel-

ling evidence exists for the timing of J3 relative to J1 and J2

because they do not occur together except along a small

portion of bed 0497 (Fig. 4h).

The distribution of joints in the south-dipping limb of the

Lilstock buttress anticline also correlates to stratigraphic

and structural position. J1 and J2 joints are high in the

section and located exclusively in block 1. J3 and J4 joints

are most common in the middle of the section located in

blocks 3 and 4. J3 joints are also best developed near the

reverse fault interpreted to be responsible for the develop-

ment of the Lilstock buttress anticline. J5 and J6 joints are
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most common low in the section and nearest the anticline-

hinge where beds dip shallowly.

4.7. The attitude of joints relative to bedding

Joints contained within competent beds are typically

perpendicular to bedding in many ®eld settings (Hancock,

1985). However, joints of sets J1 to J5 in the south-dipping

beds of the Lilstock buttress anticline are not perpendicular

to bedding. These joints consistently dip north when

bedding is restored to the horizontal (e.g. J3 joints in Fig.

5c). Correspondingly, their poles plunge south, towards the

European Alpine hinterland, when bedding is restored to the

horizontal. The joint-pole plunge angle is used to de®ne

the ªtilt towards the hinterlandº for the joint sets (Fig. 8).

The tilt increases from 38 for the older J1 joints to 78 for

younger J5 joints. J3 joints occur only in the south-dipping

limb of the anticline, so are considered to be of particular

interest in interpreting the geometry and mechanics of fold

and joint development. The geometric characteristics of the

J3 joints are therefore used to guide a mechanical analysis in

search for a cause of joint tilt.

5. Stress state in south-dipping limestone beds during
Alpine inversion

5.1. The association between J3 joints and the Lilstock

buttress anticline

Six observations lead us to conclude that J3 joints in the

south-dipping beds at Lilstock Beach propagated during the

development of the Lilstock buttress anticline re¯ecting

Alpine inversion:

1. J3 joints are rare in the subhorizontal beds of Lilstock

Beach but are the most common set in the steep limb of

the Lilstock buttress anticline. The mechanism driving J3

jointing must involve higher strain on the limbs of folds

and little strain in the hinge area.

2. J3 joints are most common in the vicinity of Fault 4,

which was reversed to form the Lilstock buttress anti-

cline. This spatial association with a high-angle reverse

fault points to the possibility that J3 jointing was contem-

poraneous with Alpine inversion.

3. Poles to joints in the southern limb of the Lilstock

buttress anticline consistently plunge toward the hinter-

land relative to bedding. The plunge azimuth is parallel

to the inferred compression direction (0198) during

Alpine inversion (Kelly et al., 1998). The consistency

of tilt to bedding is interpreted to indicate that joints

could have developed during an imposed shear couple

on bedding.

4. The strike of J3 is nearly parallel to bedding strike in the

south-dipping limb of the anticline (Fig. 7b). Strike-

parallel joints are commonly associated with outer-arc

extension of beds during folding (e.g. Van Hise, 1896;
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Table 1

Joint development: All stations in south limb of buttress anticline

Bed BGS Beds Fault Block J1 J2 J3 J4 J5 Sequence*

4074 161 1 X

4005 159 1 X X CCW

3883 157 1 X X X CCW

3770 155 1 X

3590 151 1 X

3492 149 1 X X separate

3427 147 1 X X CCW

3206 144 1 X

3185 142 3 X

3133BC 140 1 X X separate

3133A 140 3 X

3044 138 3 X

2742D 134 3 X

2742ABC 134 1 X X CCW

2429B 126 4 X X CCW

2429AC 126 1 X or X separate

2228 121-123 4 X

1921A 114 3 X X separate

1848E 109 3 X

1848CD 109 3 X X separate

1848A 109 4 X X CCW

1735C 105 3 X

1735AB 105 4 X X separate

1700 103 3 X

1599AB 101 4 X

1152 95 4 X

0678 88 4 X X separate

0609 85 4 X

0497D 83 4 X X separate

0497B 83 4 X X CCW

* CCWÐjoints that abut with an anticlockwise sense of development.

SeparateÐjoints that have developed in separate regions of a bed.



Hancock, 1985) but outer-arc extension by tangential

longitudinal strain folding is greater in the hinge area

and absent at in¯ection points in the limbs (Price and

Cosgrove, 1990).

5. J3 joints completely cut through beds and thus, differ

from joints that form by outer-arc extension above a

neutral ®ber (Van Hise, 1896).

6. J3 joints do not propagate in a bed with J1 or J2 joints and

vice versa (Table 1). Whatever mechanism was respon-

sible for J3, it is clear that J3 propagated in neither

subhorizontal beds nor previously jointed beds.

Alpine inversion was driven by a remote SH directed

about 0198 (Kelly et al., 1998). A remote SH oriented at or

about 0198 presents a mechanical paradox if J3 joints propa-

gated during parallel folding, because they opened in a

direction that is at a small angle to SH. If controlled by the

remote stress, J3 joints would open in a plane that contains

SH. The paradox here is that J3 joints open against this

remote compressive SH and, thus, must be controlled by a

local stress. Our challenge is to ®nd the set of boundary

conditions that generate a local tensile stress when a

regional compressive stress is superimposed on the lime-

stone±shale package of the Lilstock buttress anticline. To

understand the tilt of joints in the south-dipping beds of the

Lilstock buttress anticline and their ability to open sub-

perpendicular to SH, we apply a simple ®nite element

model to demonstrate the development of a shear couple

on limestone beds during parallel folding by ¯exural ¯ow

of the shale interlayers. If our premise is correct about the

genetic relationship between the orientation of J3 joints and

the shear couple on limestone beds, we can identify an

orientation for SH associated with these boundary condi-

tions. To anticipate our result, remote SH controlling J3

joints is in the same direction as the remote SH driving the

conjugate strike-slip faults during Alpine inversion.

5.2. Stress con®guration in limestone beds during the

development of the Lilstock buttress anticline as a ¯exural-

¯ow fold

The distinction in the literature between ¯exural-slip and

¯exural-¯ow folds is hazy when incompetent layers are

thick relative to competent layers. Ghosh (1993) points

out that ªIf the thickness of the incompetent layers become

vanishingly small the folds become ¯exural-slip foldsº.

Otherwise, the Lilstock anticline is a ¯exural-¯ow fold

(Donath and Parker, 1964). Ramsay and Huber (1987) are

more restrictive in de®ning ¯exural-¯ow folds as those folds

showing a continuously distributed simple shear. In our

model, it is the elastic portion of the simple shear in lime-

stone layers that controls the orientation of joint propaga-

tion. While simple shear is discontinuous from layer to

layer, the amount of shear between limestone layers is not

nearly as large as would be the case for ¯exural-slip folds

with thin shale interlayers. Our model resembles the view of

Hudleston et al. (1996) that a ¯exural-¯ow fold consists of

alternating layers that have a large viscosity contrast.

The Lilstock buttress anticline developed in a sequence of

interbedded limestones and shales, which according to

compilations of mechanical properties in the literature

(e.g. Hatheway and Kiersch, 1982), should be characterized

by a signi®cant contrast between the elastic properties of the

limestone and shale. This lithological pair is commonly

associated with ¯exural-slip folding in which the more

brittle limestone beds slip on ductile shale interlayers (e.g.

Ramsay and Huber, 1987). Displacement also occurs by

layer-parallel shearing of the shale during ¯exural-¯ow

folding. Often, the shale interlayers are thin relative to the

carbonate beds but at Lilstock the opposite is true. We

suspect that thick shale layers obscure all evidence for slip

by simple shear strain within the shale, if present, largely

because the shear strain could be relatively small and

because such strain markers as stretched ammonites are

rare. Nevertheless, as the beds of the anticline were tilted

they were subject to a shear couple arising from the regional

SH, assuming for simplicity that SH and Sv are principal

stresses. This assumption of a remote horizontal principal

stress is supported by horizontal slip on the conjugate strike-

slip faults active during Alpine inversion, and by slickenside

lineation orientations on the inverted normal faults (Kelly et

al., 1998).

Joints are assumed to propagate in an elastic stress ®eld

(Pollard and Segall, 1987). We therefore map the stress

®elds induced in an elastic medium under loading con®gur-

ations consistent with a shear couple developed during

layer-parallel shear. Our models are 2D ®nite element

analyses using the interactive fracture analysis program

FRANC (Wawrzynek and Ingraffea, 1987). We use a

model mesh of quadratic, isoparametric elements with

boundary conditions similar those shown in Fig. 9. A

three-layer model simulates a limestone bed of the Blue

Lias between two shale layers. The model was scaled to

place a 30 cm-thick bed in the central portion of a package

40 m thick by 200 m wide, the dimension of the south-

dipping limb of the Lilstock buttress anticline. The total

model consists of a rectangular grid with approximately

105 elements. Early in our investigation we discovered

that three bed model was suf®cient because adjacent lime-

stone beds had no effect as long as the interlayered shale was

twice as thick as the limestone beds, a situation typical of

Lilstock.

A global vertical stress (SV) of 25 MPa was applied to the

top boundary of the model to simulate a depth of burial of 1

km, the approximate depth of the Blue Lias during Alpine

inversion (John Cosgrove, personal communication, 1999).

The bottom boundary was ®xed. Different global horizontal

stresses were applied to the top boundary to test for the

effect of stress ratio (i.e. R� SH/Sv) on the elastic stress

®eld generated within the three-bed model. Horizontal stress

(SH) was varied in 25 MPa increments from 25 to 100 MPa

(1 � R � 4). To simulate layer-parallel shear by ¯exural
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¯ow, the ends of the model were unbounded. The model was

tilted several degrees, allowing the generation of a signi®-

cant shear traction on the limestone beds due to the super-

position of SH and Sv.

We draw upon two sources to estimate the Young's

moduli (E) and Poisson's ratios (n ) of the rocks within the

Lilstock buttress anticline: in situ geophysical logs and

laboratory tests. Because the beds at Lilstock are too thin

to register as separate beds using typical sonic logging tools,

we must ®nd a thicker analog. As an alternate, we selected

the properties of the Tully Limestone and Geneseo black

shale in Devonian rocks of the Appalachian Plateau (Plumb

et al., 1991). The properties of the limestone and shale are

Els� 76 GPa plus n ls� 0.31 and Esh� 20 GPa plus

n sh� 0.35. A compilation of laboratory tests gives median

values for Young's modulus that are similar to the ®eld

values (i.e. Els� 58.5 GPa and Esh� 15.9 GPa) but some-

what lower values for Poisson's ratio (i.e. n ls� 0.22 and

n sh� 0.16) (e.g. Blair, 1955, 1956; Hatheway and Kiersch,

1982; Fischer, 1994).

A discrepancy in the properties of the limestone and shale

is the reversal of relative magnitude of n between the ®eld

and laboratory. For our initial models, we chose values close

to the median of laboratory tests but set the relative magni-

tude of n so that they re¯ect ®eld conditions following

Plumb et al. (1991) (i.e., Els� 55.2 GPa plus n ls� 0.16

and Esh� 13.7 GPa plus n sh� 0.22). These values for the

properties of limestone and shale are somewhat arbitrary for

the convenience of modeling but seem to be reasonable

estimates of the in situ conditions based on geophysical

and laboratory data. The effect of n was also investigated

by reversing the values for limestone (n ls� 0.22) and shale

(n sh� 0.16).

Fig. 9 shows a contour map of the maximum tensile stress

(i.e. s3 with tensile stress positive) generated in beds

dipping at 178 and subject to a stress ratio (i.e. R� SH/Sv)

of 1.66. Our model has a length to height ratio of 5, which is

suf®cient to carry end conditions away from the central

portion of the model. We are concerned with the stress

within a 3 m2 square element within the central portion of

the model. Our initial models show that the elastic contrast

between the limestone and shale beds leads to a tensile s3

within the limestone layers for values of R between one and

four and n sh . n ls. Tensile stress is generated as long as

¯exural ¯ow is permitted under the tractions speci®ed in

Fig. 9. Fixing the ends of the model to prevent layer-parallel

shear strain, of course, will not permit the generation of

tensile stresses in the stiff beds. A model with ®xed ends

is inconsistent with folding by ¯exural ¯ow (Price and

Cosgrove, 1990).

Not only is the local s3 tensile in the stiff beds under

conditions of ¯exural-¯ow folding, but s3 cants downward

relative to bedding in the direction of the horizontal stress

(Figs. 9 and 10). When local s3 is tensile, joints propagate
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parallel to local s1, which is always compressive in our

models (the dashed lines in Figs. 9 and 10). Local s1 refracts

modestly at the boundary between the limestone and shale

beds, becoming steeper in the stiffer limestone bed (Figs. 9

and 10).

We ran a series of models to test for the affect of R on

controlling the tilt of the local s1, and hence the predicted

attitude of J3 joints with respect to bedding. As R is

increased from 1 to 4, the local s1 tilts at an incrementally

larger angle toward the foreland in both the shale and lime-

stone beds. The magnitude of tensile s3 in limestone beds

becomes larger (0.5 MPa to 5.2 MPa) as R increases from 1

to 3 (Fig. 10). At R<4, s3 in shale near the limestone bed

also becomes tensile. We ran the same series of tests for
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beds dipping at 38, 58, and 98. For each bed dip, the tilt of the

joint plane toward the hinterland (i.e. local s1) increases for

increasing R. The rate of increase in tilt is larger for more

steeply dipping beds (Fig. 11).

We also ran a series of models to test for the effect of n by

setting n ls� 0.22 and n sh� 0.16, with the following results.

First, tensile s3 is not achieved in the limestone beds until R

approaches 4. Second, s3 in the limestone beds remains

more compressive relative to s3 in the adjacent shale beds

at all values of R. Third, the refraction of stress through the

limestone bed has the opposite sense of rotation. Fourth,

tension is achieved in the shale at a lower R than required

for tension in the limestone. Fifth, when tension is achieved

in the limestone bed for R� 4, joints would tilt more than

208 toward the hinterland relative to bedding, a situation not

consistent with joint orientation data from Lilstock. We

conclude that n was less in limestones than shales because

more joints would otherwise occur in the shales than in the

limestones and because n ls . n sh is inconsistent with in situ

geophysical logging data.

6. Discussion

6.1. Other examples of fracture development during

¯exural-¯ow folding

Flexural-¯ow appears to be a common process in folds

(e.g. Ramsay, 1962, 1967). Our model predicts fanning joint

patterns that are similar to the strongly-convergent dip

isogons shown by class 1A folds of Ramsay (1967; ®g.

724). Similar patterns of joints within ¯exural-¯ow folds

are shown by Hills (1963; ®g. VIII-14B) and by Whitten

(1966; ®g. 140). Balk (1937) describes similar fanning

patterns of joints developed in country rocks above plutons.

The literature also contains examples of veins that are

tilted relative to bedding (e.g. Ramsay, 1967; ®g. 7-58 and

Price and Cosgrove, 1990; ®g. 13.6). Ramsay and Huber

(1987, p. 453) show ªrotated and folded quartz ®lled exten-

sion veins in alternating sandstones and shalesº from

Cornwall, England. The rotation of the veins in the shale

interlayers gives the sense of ¯exural-slip, and the fractures

in the brittle beds tilt toward the direction of local s1 and are

antithetic to the shear sense. Price and Cosgrove (1990; ®g.

17.30) also show fracture cleavage, which they attribute to

hydraulic fracturing, with similar relationships to folds as do

the joints in the Lilstock buttress anticline. The development

of strongly convergent fans of joints, veins and fracture

cleavage all suggest that layer-parallel shear is common

with the development of minor fractures during ¯exural-

¯ow folding.

6.2. Joint propagation at depth without the bene®t of high

¯uid pressure

Joint development at depth is often attributed to high ¯uid

pressures (Secor, 1965; Engelder and Lacazette, 1990;

Engelder and Fischer, 1996) unless the beds are extended

as composite layers with different elastic properties (Hobbs,

1967; Gross et al., 1995). Our model for the generation of

tensile stresses during ¯exural-¯ow is a variation on the

composite layer model ®rst proposed by Hobbs (1967).

An important consequence of our model is that compressive

stresses are capable of generating local tensile stresses in the

stiff layers of a composite, where bounding surfaces are

subject to a shear traction as would be the case for ¯exural-

¯ow folding. In this case, natural hydraulic fracturing under

conditions of high ¯uid pressure is not the only mechanism

capable of driving joint propagation at depth. We favor the

¯exural-¯ow mechanism over hydraulic fracturing because:

1) joints with tilt occur only in dipping rocks of the fold

limbs, and 2) as predicted by our new model, joints are not

orthogonal to bedding.

The implication of our model for the Lilstock buttress

anticline is that joint (and vein) growth in the limbs of

¯exural-¯ow folds should have several distinct characteris-

tics. The joints should extend through the entire bed, should

be non-orthogonal with bedding, and poles to joint should

tilt away from (i.e. joints dip toward) the anticlinal axial

plane.

6.3. Stress ratio and frictional slip

Laboratory values of friction (Zoback and Healy, 1984)

predict that fault slip occurs when R � 3. We can use this

stress ratio and the hinterland tilt of joints to predict the dip

of bedding at the time of the onset of jointing (Fig. 11). Our

model predicts that J3 joints with a tilt of about 48 should

have propagated by the time beds had been upfolded to have

a dip of 38. If faults of the Alpine inversion slipped under

low friction, R could have been ,3. For example, if

R� 1.33 during Alpine inversion due to low friction faults,
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a hinterland tilt of 48 could indicate jointing in beds with a

dip of as much as 178.
Our ¯exural-¯ow model may be applied outside the

immediate area of the Lilstock buttress anticline. During

the extensional phase of the Bristol Channel tectonics,

large blocks throughout the basin were slightly tilted

(Dart, et al., 1995). Bedding of the Bristol Channel could

have entered the Alpine inversion phase with a modest dip.

Our analysis indicates that tensile stress can be generated in

beds dipping at less than 28, particularly if n ls , n sh. Many

of the jointed outcrops on both the north and south shores of

the Bristol Channel have a gentle dip that would have

favored joint propagation during inversion tectonics. Joints

not orthogonal to bedding have been recorded at Lavernock

Point, South Wales, by Rawnsley et al. (1998).

7. Conclusions

At Lilstock Beach, a number of joint sets in the lime-

stones beds of the Jurassic Blue Lias cluster about the strike

of the axes of the Lilstock buttress anticline, including J1

(3308±3108), J2 (3108±2958), J3 (2958±2858), J4 (2858±

2758), J5 (2758±2658), and J6 (, 2658). In subhorizontal

beds, including those near the hinge surface of the Lilstock

buttress anticline, J3 joints are rare, whereas J2, J4, J5, and J6

abut to indicate an anticlockwise sequence of development.

In the south-dipping beds of the anticline, J3 joints are the

most frequent in the vicinity of the reverse fault responsible

for the anticline. J3 joints are absent where J1 and J2 joints

are present further from the anticlinal hinge of the anticline

and higher in the stratigraphic section. J3 joints in the south-

dipping beds of the Lilstock buttress anticline are not

perpendicular to bedding, but have poles that plunge several

degrees towards the south when bedding is restored to

horizontal.

The mechanism for jointing must be consistent with: 1) a

tilt of the J3 joints relative to bedding on the south ¯ank of a

buttress anticline, and 2) a greater frequency of J3 joints on

the south-dipping limb versus the axial region of the buttress

anticline. These two characteristics indicate propagation of

J3 joints during folding (i.e. before beds reach their present

tilt). These conditions are satis®ed in a model for shear of

interlayered limestone-shale beds during ¯exural-¯ow fold-

ing, where local tensile stresses are generated within a

regional stress ®eld capable of driving inversion tectonics.

Such tensile stresses will drive joints completely through

beds rather than arresting at a neutral surface associated

with outer-arc extension. In our model, joints can open

against the direction of the maximum compressive stress

under conditions where external tractions are compressive.

Our model indicates that at least some of the joints at

Lilstock formed during the main Alpine inversion (cf.

Rawnsley et al., 1998). It also shows that joints that are parallel

to a fold hinge may form on the limbs during ¯exural-¯ow

folding and not in the hinge region as a consequence of

outer-arc extension during tangential longitudinal strain

folding.
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